PRIVACY POLICY STATEMENT
1) Entitlement to the processing of users’ personal data.
This privacy policy statement concerns the personal data provided by the User during the registration and
subscription to Multimodal3D website procedure.
Personal data will be used in compliance with the legislative decree no. 196 of 30 June 2003 of Italian Law and
subsequent modifications and integrations, and with all the other laws regarding the matter.
Personal data will be entered into electronic databases owned by Multimodal3D, which will be the data
controller.
2) Sensitive and Judicial Data
Multimodal3D does not gather sensitive data nor judicial data of Users.
3) Purposes of the processing of personal data
Multimodal3D performs on the users’ personal data all the processing operations defined by legislative decree
no. 196/03 (and subsequent modifications), i.e. collection, recording, organization, keeping, elaboration,
modification, selection, retrieval, comparison, utilization, interconnection and any other operation needed to
offer the required services.
These data may also be kept in data banks databases or archives.
In no event will the users’ lists (and the personal data in them) be sold, transferred or leased to third parties.
Specifically, the purposes of the processing of personal data are as follows:
 To allow the use of services offered by the website www.multimodal3d.com and www.multimodal3d.it;
 To grant access to the forum of the website www.multimodal3d.com and www.multimodal3d.it;
 To find the perpetrator of any eventual crime, only if requested by and on behalf of appropriate authorities;
 To provide information about services or initiatives offered by Multimodal3D;
 The User may access his/her data at any time and exert any of the rights listed in art. 7 of legislative decree
no. 196/03.
4) Users’ rights
The User has the right to be advised of the following:
 the origin of personal data;
 the purposes of data processing and procedures;
 the logic applied in the case of processing carried out with the aid of electronic instruments;
 the identification data of the Data Controller and Data Processor designated for the purposes of art. 5,
paragraph 2 of the Legislative Decree no. 196/03;
 entities or groups of entities to whom the personal data may be communicated or who otherwise might have
access to the data in the capacity of Data Controller in Italy, individuals responsible or data processors.
The User has the right to:
 delete, transform into an anonymous format or deny access to data processed illicitly, including data not
requiring storage for the purposes for which it was originally collected and subsequently processed;
5) Communications between Users and Data Controller
All personal data collected by Multimodal3D can be communicated, exclusively for the aforementioned
purposes, to our company’s employees, collaborators, consultants in any capacity, and to any corporate bodies.
The registered/subscribed User can contact the Data Controller at any time to exert the rights listed in article 7
of Legislative Decree no. 196/03 of Italian Law (and subsequent modifications and integrations), by sending an
e-mail to info@multimodal.it.

